






ABOUT 
Back to the Future - North Arm Cove was a 

student research competition looking for 

innovative multidisciplinary proposals for future 

regional Australian settlements, by example of 

North Arm Cove, NSW. Competition has been 

organised by DESIM-ARCH {architectural and 

planning practice from Sydney) in collaboration 

with North Arm Cove Ratepayers Community 

(NACRPA) , SONA {student organised network for 

architecture). Key support has been provided by 

Walter Burley Griffin society , The Henry Halloran 

Trust and Stantec.

- The historical context of North Arm Cove, local

and global

- Ideas behind "ideal city" of Port Stephens and

assessment of those ideas in today's context

- Environmental, economic, and social context of

North Arm Cove today

b) to provide recommendations and answers to:

- Anticipated challenges in the next 20-30 years

related to:

o Climate change,

o New technological advances,

o Changing core values, lifestyle changes caused

by COVID -19 and likely similar events in the future

Figure 1: The plan was signed off by Walter 
Burley Griffin, Landscape Architect and H. She
affe, Surveyor and Architect. NSW Stroud Shire 
Council & Land Ltd (1918). Plan showing 10 feet 
contours, Land Ltd's estate, Port Stephens. 
National Library of Australia 

- Innovative ways of addressing those and other future challenges. Having faced bush fires,

floods, and a pandemic all in the same year, we have all identified persistent problems from

varied sources at different levels; starting from individuals or communities all the way up to

a national and global scale. Moreover, these problems greatly vary in nature broadly

covering social, environmental, and economical aspects. Evidently, problems that are so di

verse, call for varied skills, expertise, and ideas from more than a single discipline.

If design is about solving problems, planning is about anticipation of the future, identifying 

future problems and opportunities, and acting now to be ready for both. 

The objectives of the competition are:            

a) to promote academic research and explore:













https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r0WeXpX1Ydk&t=786s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5i0PZUGPdNA&t=23s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXcwN-xpXw4&t=340s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FXcwN-xpXw4&t=340s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DaNO-nrbkdc&t=217s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3smE5HEEwwg&t=40s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTfjWFXSrnU&t=242s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fm28z638G4s&t=91s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ykRJxuSv3N0&t=3273s


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fm28z638G4s&t=93s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQn1WtimY7M&t=79s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DOe2IqyeKOE&t=80s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V18m64nR3kA&t=328s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7R6GVPjIm_w&t=296s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ce_QNT4WGsc&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BXKDkiexx2o&t=240s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fm28z638G4s&t=93s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Auf60XJx_JA&t=120s




https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l_xAcuhFuTA&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LGZxX5QCpOE






















The city will not possess any traditional public 
rubbish bins for public property, rather instead it will 
use vacuum tubes that will lead directly to a rubbish 
processing centre where it will be 
processed, and the appropriate waste will be 
separated and sent to the waste to energy 
generator. These can be seen in Figure 2. The city 
will also make use of a stormwater recycler in order 
to make the water supply more sustainable and 
self-sufficient. 

DROP-OFF POINT 
BASIC LAYOUT OF A PNEUMATIC 

WASTE COLLECTK>N INSTALLATION 

Image showing how the vacuum rubbish tubes will 
work (Green, 2021) 

The economic development plan in North Arm Cove 
will be mainly directed in three directions to account 
for the groups of people constituting the city's 
population. 

- Employability
- Tourism
- Affordable Housing

- Acquaculture
One of the benefits of being a costal city is the
potential of developing Aqualculture. As the world's
population increases, so does the demand of sea
food. The unique geography of North Arm Cove
makes it a perfect habitat for oysters. Therefore,
oyster farming can also be a highly profitable
industry that is suitable to develop in North Arm Image: Modular pod and school design 

Cove.
Additionally, aquafarming can provide the locals with
job opportunities, restoring the endangered
species, and provide space for scientific research.

- Marina
A marina can be built to accommodate the
tourists, and it is like an open arm to display
the welcoming side of the city and showcase
that it is ready to transform into a tourism
city.

- Affordable Housing
Dense living is one of the perfect solutions to
reduce the housing price but maintain a high
quality lifestyle. To face the inevitable population
growth in the future, building properties that would
contain more people on limited land is the key.






